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In thexartdof paper sizing there are many 
‘ ‘mysterious rea6tion‘s'"’that~~takemplzmLwligen 
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brought together in water in the presence of 
paper making ?bres. With the same quantity _ 
of size and alum being used there is no as-_ 
surance that the same degree of sizing re 
sistance will be obtained in the ?nished paper. 
This is due to the fact that sizingreactions 
must take place at a certain rate, which if ex 
ceeded a precipitate is formed that lacks the 
proper colloidal properties necessary to with 
stand the mechanical treatment that the stock 
receives. . . 

There is another variable which in?uences 
the quality of sizing and that is whether the 
size is precipitated on the ?bre surface or in 
the water surrounding the ?bres. ‘There are 
conditions under which it is desirable that the 
reaction between size and alum take place 
quickly in the solution carrying the paper. 
stock, but this condition does not exist in beat 
er sizing but in continuous sizing. 
In beater sizing it is important that the 

reactions take'place slowly and that the size 
is coagulated on the ?breandmotin the solu 
tion. ' ' 

In the present state of the art the control 
of the rate of sizing reactions is entirely ex~ 
perimental so that when aiformula is deter 
mined upon for a given condition it is main 
tained until inferior results demand a change 
in formulae. . , _ I _ 

The common practice in sizing is to always 
add the size ?rst to the paper stock and allow 
this to be dissolved and dispersed throu h the 
water in which the stock is moving,‘ efore 
adding thealum to the size and stock. When 
this is done the size is greatly diluted so that 
the rate of reaction between the alum and 
the size is retarded to such an extent that 
there is a. wide range of acidity that may be 
used, resulting from the use of different quan 
tities of alum, without materially aifectin 
the ?nal result. Even under these conditions 
a lar e excess of acidity may destroy the'col 
loida properties of the size before 1t reaches 

7 I the paper machine. - 

If the conditions of sizing are reversed and 
the alum is added‘to'the paper stock before 
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the size and if the same proportionof the ma 
terials are used, 

of .cases the sizing result will bedestroyed. 

practice in mills that have a chemical check 
of these acidities, is to use su?icient alum after 
the size to give a pH. of about 4.5 in the 
solution. It is necessary to have‘ this amount 
of acidity to complete the chemical reactions 
before the stock is used. ' , s v 

I have discovered that if I retard the rate 
of reaction by lower acidity, that I can obtain 
regular sizing results and produce a. great 
economy in the use of alum, by adding the 
alum ?rst but using just a sufficient amount 
to' make the ?bres astringent. and have re 
maining in solution an acidity having a pH. 
of from lite 6.8. This acidity is lower-than 
generally used and, ispossible because in this 
condition the size reacts with the ?bres. , _ 
The excess, acidityused will vary with the 

temperature of the stock, and'the time of the 
. reaction, which is the time between theadd 
ing of vthe size and the use of the stock on the 
machine. The longer the time that the re 
aetion‘takes place and the higher the tempera 

' ture, the less the excess acidlty must be. The 
excess acidity means that amount left in solu- - 
tion' after the i?blTSIII‘f?GBS‘h?VG'r?bS0I‘bed%80'%> * 
the mostofit. Under certain conditions this 

_ _ M‘ which is generallytwo parts‘ I 
I‘OSlIl size and alum or sulphate of alumina are dfa’l‘u‘m to one of size, then in the majority‘ _ 

To give a speci?c example, the general. 
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stock. can be sized when practically neutral - ' 
water surrounds the ?bres ifv they have pre 
viously absorbed a su?icient amount of alum. 
The acidity of the water carrying the stock 

to be sized in this way must be very slight 
when a high free rosin size is used, and should 
be somewhere between 6 pH. and 7 pH., and ‘ 
when a low free rosin 
acid as 5 pH. . '1 
The new principle involved in this process 

is that the small amount ,of alum used is near 
1y all absorbed by the ?bres so that when the 
size solution is added a substantial part of 
the size is precipitated on the surface of the 
acidi?ed ?bre and the balance is slowly re 
acted upon by th'eslight amount of alum .re 
maining in solution. , When the‘ acidity is 
greater than above stated; then the size is 

size is used it may be as 
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coagulated by the alum solution and does not 
react with the astringent ?bres. 
‘I may go farther and wash out any free 

acidity in the water surrounding the pulp 
?bres or neutralize it, and then size the ulp 
by adding a diluted size to the acidi?ed bres - 
Eon that all of the size will be coagulated by the 

re. ' 

By means of this discovery I can size aper 
with a minimum of alum and size an thus 
obtain a paper with improved characteristics, 
as it is a well recognized fact that these two 
ingredients are both detrimental to the physi 
ca properties of the paper, such as strength, 
pliability, and durability. 
In the use of my process disclosed in Pat 

ent No. 1,585,469, dated may 18th, 1926, in 
which I size the paper by the addition of 
size solution to the paper stockintherJordan 
engine after the'?bres'have been made astrin 
geii?with alum, I ?nd that the invention 
herein described contributes greatly to the 
ei?ciency of this process'but that with the new 
method the pa er can be sized without the 
rapid mixing 0 the Jordan, and the size may 
be added before the beater chest or at any 
other time after the alum treatment. 

This process not only applied to the paper 
?bres but to any ?lling material that may 

If china 
clay is used this will have the capacity to ab-v 
sorb a considerable quantity of alum. If, 
therefore, this has the time along with the 
?bre to take up a large amount of alum and 
remove it from‘ solution, then the clay can 
be sized in the same manner as the ?bres, and 
a very small 'quantit of rosin ~will size this 
material providing t e size reacts eventually 
with the clay and not with the solution. 
While the size composition is usually re 

ferred to above as a solution, it is understood 
that it may include any kind of a saponaceous 
sizing composition dissolved in water, regard 
less of the concentration. a i ‘ 

Having now described the invention what 
, is claimed as new and for which Letters Pat 
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ent/of the United States is desired, is: 
1. A method of 'sizin paper which con 

sists ?rst in making the ?dires astringent with 
'a solution of sulphate of alumina and having 
the solution surrounding the ?bres at a pH.- ‘of 
from 5. to 6.8, and later‘adding a sizing ma 
terial. 

2. A method of sizing paper which consists 
in ?rst making the ?bres astringent with a 
solution of sulphate and'having a pH. of from 
6 to 6,8 and then adding a solution of free 
rosin size. 

3. A method of sizing aper which consists 
in treating the paper ma ' 'ng ?bres with sul 
phate of alumina, allowin the ?bres to ab 
sorb the alum until the p . of the solution is 
over 5, and then treating the‘surface of the 
astringent ?bres with a solution of rosin size. 

4. A step in the method of sizing paper 

1,753,775 

which consists in treating an acidi?ed ?bre 
with a solution of rosin size. 

5. A method of sizing paper which consists 
in making the ?bres acid in character, then 
removing any acidity in the solution, and 
then adding a solution of sizing material. 

6. A method of sizing paper which consists 
in treating the ?bres with a sulphate of alu 
mina solution until the ?bres have absorbed 
more than one-half of the alum, leaving a 
pH. in the solution of over 5, and then treating 
the ?bres with a sizing composition. 

7. A step in the method of sizing pulp 
which consists in coagulating a rosin size on 
the surface of an acidi?ed ?bre. 

8. A method of sizing paper stock consist 
ing of ?brous and ?lling material, which con 
sists in making all of the material astringent 
from the absorbtion of sulphate of alumina 
and leaving remaining in solution just enough 
acidity to give a pH. of from 5 to 7 , and then 
treating the material with a sizing solution. 

9. A method of sizing paper making ?bres 
which consists in treating the ?bres with a 
solution of sulphate of alumina in such a man 
ner that when a size solution is added to the 
paper stock in the beater the size will react 
with the ?bres more rapidly then it will 
with the solution. 

10. A method of sizing paper making ?bres 
which consists in treating the ?bres with a 
solution of sulphate of alumina in such a 
manner that when a size is added to the paper 
stock chest, the size will react with the ?bres 
more rapidly than it will with the solution. 

11. A method of sizing paper making ?bres 
which consists in treating the ?bres with a 
solution of sulphate of alumina in such a 
manner that when a size solution is added in 
a mixing device between the heater and the 
Jordan the size will react with the ?bres 
more rapidly than it will withthe solution. ~ 

Signed at New York, in the County of New 
York and State of New York,-this 22nd day 
of May, 1929; 

JUDSON A. DE CEW. 
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